Functional and structural changes in the memory network associated with left temporal lobe epilepsy.
Understanding functional plasticity in memory networks associated with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is central to predicting memory decline following surgery. However, the extent of functional reorganization within memory networks remains unclear. In this preliminary study, we used novel analysis methods assessing network-level changes across the brain during memory task performance in patients with TLE to test the hypothesis that hippocampal functions may not readily shift between hemispheres, but instead may show altered intra-hemispheric organization with unilateral damage. In addition, we wished to relate functional differences to structural changes along specific fibre pathways associated with memory function. Nine pre-operative patients with intractable left TLE and 10 healthy controls underwent functional MRI during complex scene encoding. Diffusion tensor imaging was additionally performed in the same patients. In our study, we found no evidence of inter-hemispheric shifts in memory-related activity in TLE using standard general linear model analysis. However, tensor independent component analysis revealed significant reductions in functional connectivity between bilateral MTL, occipital and left orbitofrontal regions among others in left TLE. This altered orbitofrontal activity was directly related to measures of fornix tract coherence in patients (P < 0.05). Our results suggest that specific fibre pathways, potentially affected by MTL neurodegeneration, may play a central role in functional plasticity in TLE and highlight the importance of network-based analysis approaches. Relative to standard model-based methods, novel objective functional connectivity analyses may offer improved sensitivity to subtle changes in the distribution of memory functions relevant for surgical planning in TLE.